2015 f 450

Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. They responded to me in
a timely manner. Very helpful with trying to find my next vehicle. I will check with them for future
vehicles. Really great dealership. Everyone was so helpful and polite that it made it easy to
choose a car. I will definitely come back here in the future. I called amd said I wanted to buy this
truck for the price listed on car gurus and they would not honor the price. The sales rep said
they would only sell it for msrp. Bunch of lying crooks here stay away. Excellent place to deal
with. Great guys, handshake deal before thanksgiving and came in to sign papers two days
later. They gave us a credit application to fill out beforehand so when we came in to sign papers
we were only there for a short time. I felt their pricing of the vehicle was very fair and felt their
honesty throughout the process. This was an all-around good experience. The van was clean
and functional as described, good price. I would recommend this company. Ford's hard-working
Super Duty line of pickup trucks was redesigned and expanded for with the addition of the Ford
F Super Duty. As its designation indicates, the F is the most powerful of the bunch, with the
highest towing capacity of any non-commercial vehicle in the U. It's capable of towing up to 24,
pounds with a fifth-wheel hookup. That makes it the truck of choice for drivers who need to tow
trailers, RVs, boats or other heavy loads. The Super Duty series has been completely
redesigned for , the first revamp in a decade, and the F is a beneficiary of that redesign, since it
sports a bold new exterior design as well as all sorts of cutting-edge features. Design-wise, the
F has a large, imposing grille stamped with the Super Duty name, stacked front headlights,
sculpted fender flares, and embossed fender vents that release engine heat. Optional
PowerScope mirrors adjust, telescope, or fold as needed. Power is provided by a 6. The engine
incorporates Clean Diesel Technology and is optimized to use the latest ultra-low sulfur fuel.
Other features include a toughened suspension and the first-even factory-installed integrated
Trailer Brake Controller that works with the anti-lock brakes to synchronize truck and trailer
brakes for seamless braking when hauling loads. The XLT trim package includes a chrome grille
with platinum insert, power side mirrors, power windows, and cruise control, while the Lariat
trim adds leather-trimmed front seats, a six-way power-adjustable driver's seat, a
leather-wrapped steering wheel, woodgrain-style interior trim, fog lights, and polished
aluminum wheels. Other options include a Stowable Bed Extender, which splits, folds, and
stows in the sides of the bed, and an integrated tailgate step. We'll help you find great deals
among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with
dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use
CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get
rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow
down your search results, go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot,
drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a
single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that
too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals
first. CarGurus User. Private Seller: Stella. Marietta, GA Message Seller. CarGurus Pay. Request
Information. Authorized Ford Dealer. Private Seller: Clint. Read more. Excellent truck! Very
luxurious, spacious and a absolute power house. Ford has the absolute BEST heavy duty truck
on the market, hands down. Well it's a Ford SuperDuty so that means its awesome, with last a
long time and it's built Ford Tough. I loved the driving experince it was not a hard as I thought it
would be being that it was dually. I can't wait to get one in my driveway!! Why Use CarGurus?
Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers
in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New
York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC. The Ford F gains a
revised suspension, larger brakes with anti-lock calibration, and a revamped steering system.
The Ford F is the largest model in the Super Duty range and is powered by a turbocharged 6.
Unlike the F and F, the F isn't offered with a gasoline-powered powertrain and is only available
with four-wheel drive. With its standard diesel engine and torque-rich powertrain, the F is an
ideal truck for towing and hauling. Straight-line performance is also notable as it enables to
truck to accelerate fairly quickly despite its size. However, the car's curb weight of more than 9,
pounds means it consumes diesel at an alarming rate. Ride quality, on the other hand, is
surprisingly good for a large truck thanks to improvements made to the F's suspension setup.
For towing and hauling, the Ford F is nearly unmatched since it has the highest tow rating
among heavy duty trucks. In a First Test review, we noted that the truck didn't struggle to haul
10, pounds on its fifth-wheel gooseneck. However, the F's curb weight, which is more than 9,
pounds, means it chugs diesel and returned a The "man step" on the truck bed is another issue
because it blocks the way into the bed, making it a hassle to load the vehicle. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual transaction price depends on
many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this figure is an approximation.

See All Specs. Expensive Guzzles diesel "Man step" blocks the bed. Expand All New for All
Model Years You know the saying "go big or go home? Absolutely crushing the truck scales to
the tune of 9, pounds, the F Super Duty Platinum is the heaviest heavy-duty full-size truck we've
ever tested. In terms of capacities, it's also the strongest. Both the weight and the muscle come
from the parts that separate the F from its "little" brother, the F Those consist of the axles,
suspension, springs, wheels, and tires. The wheels are especially cool, as they're Ford might
just be right. This monster didn't seem to notice it had 10, pounds hanging off its fifth wheel
gooseneck during our testing. I'm not kidding. The F simply wasn't bothered. Hats off to the
freaks at Ford for building one of the most insane engines the world's ever seen. Want to feel
like Mel Gibson in the first "Lethal Weapon"? Drive this bad boy around unladed. The F proves
itself to be a riot as the back end tries to slide everywhere, and when it does hook up, the four
rear wheels do their best to rip all the asphalt to shreds. First of all, horsepower is nothing to
sneeze at. That's more than most supercars made a couple decades ago and way more power
than the competition. Then you have the astounding lb-ft of torque. Mammoth grunt, truly. I
drove the F back from Arizona with more than 4, pounds of rubber horse mats in the back, and
not only was the red beast totally unfazed, but the ride was also wonderfully improved. In terms
of sheer muscularity, the F Platinum is in a league of its own. The max tow rating of the F Super
Duty is the best you can buy, at 31, pounds. Second place is the Ram HD that can "only" tow 30,
pounds. And that's with Ram's latest engine reflash, bringing its Cummins inline-six turbo's
max torque rating up to lb-ft -- 5 lb-ft of torque more than Ford. But that's just bragging rights,
and honestly 0. Despite not making the absolute most power, the F can actually tow much more
than its competitors. That's the truth, and here's the math. We haven't weighed a non-Platinum
F, but Ford claims it will be lighter than the fake wood and acres-of-leather version. A good
thing when you consider that 40, pounds minus the max tow rating of 31, pounds leaves you
with 9, pounds. Remove the 9, pounds from the equation, and you're left with pounds of
overhead. So if you hook up a 31,pound trailer to the F's fifth wheel, you'd better find a naked
pound jockey to drive it. Of course the Ram is in real trouble, as it weighs more than 8, pounds
and has a tow rating of 30, pounds but a GCVW of "only" 37, pounds. Point is, the Ford is by far
the strongest in terms of towing and hauling, period. There are a few things I don't particularly
like about the F, the first being the Man Step. Assuming you're actually going to throw stuff in
the back of your truck, the Man Step is in the wrong place, as it actually blocks the path into the
bed. Moreover -- and more annoying -- the soft pads of your fingers will get caught when you
close it quickly and aren't thinking about it. A pretty silly feature, especially considering that
Chevy figured out the real solution: corner steps that let you easily hop into the bed. Then
there's the elephant in the room. Make that on the scales. Again, the F Platinum weighs 9,
pounds. Which when you stop and think about it, is insane. That magnificent bulk is also why
mileage is so repugnant. With two tons of payload rubber horse mats that weigh a bit over
pounds each in back, the biggest Ford "achieved" That's horrible, especially when you consider
that the Chevy Silverado HD weighs in at a comparably slim 8, pounds, and hauling the same
number of horse mats 40 returned However, and despite weighing nearly half a ton more, the F
is quicker than the Chevy when working. Moreover, when hooked up to 10,pound fifth-wheel
trailers, the Chevy needed 18 seconds to hit 60 mph, compared to However, unladed, the Chevy
could hit 60 mph in 7. Conclusion: If you have a serious need to tow and haul very heavy things
and do not care about fuel economy, Ford builds your perfect truck. Close Ad. Watch Originals.
Join MotorTrend. Jonny Lieberman writer Motor Trend Staff photographer. Share on Facebook
Share on Twitter. Video will open in a new window Using the eBay App? Paste link into a
browser window:. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. The seller has
relisted this item or one like this. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle pickup or
shipping. Feb 06, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for
shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller assumes all responsibility for this
listing. Paste link into a browser window: [isdntekvideo]. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 06, PST. Shipping: May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Item location:
Anniston, Alabama, United States. Seller: heavymetaltrucks Seller's other items. The truck is a
Ford F Lariat Ultimate with , miles. We just ordered a F and are looking to part ways with this
one. We are the original owners since new in The truck was paint corrected and ceramic coated
after purchasing and has been kept is excellent condition. The truck was just fitted with NEW
tires, brake pads, wipers, and front end alignment. It also comes with WeatherTech floor mats

and a custom installed train horn. Fuel has only been pure diesel never bio diesel. No food has
ever been in the cab of this truck!!! Interior is in mint condition!!!! Please contact us with any
questions. Truck is listed on other sites locally and will be removed if it is sold. CarFax available
upon request. Please reach out with any questions and feel free to shoot us your best offer!
This was installed in my F All hardware included!!!! Not sure of the fit may need new rail kit.
Bank transfer preferred. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships
to:. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see
the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount
includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is
responsible for vehicle pickup or shipping. Feb 13, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item
description or contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Seller
assumes all responsibility for this listing. Back to home page Return to top. Copyright Experian
Information Solutions, Inc. All rights reserved. Experian provides these reports to you on an "as
is" basis and eBay is not responsible or liable for the comprehensiveness or accuracy of the
reports. If you have any questions about the reports, contact Experian. Back to home page.
Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Feb 13, PST. Shipping: May not ship to Ukraine Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller: himleyco Seller's other
items. Try it free for 14 days. View Full Image. Diesel Power Magazine cool trucks. Holman â€”.
While the frame stays mostly the same a more robust rear crossmember adds towing capacity
for fifth-wheel or gooseneck hitches , some of the original F bits return, such as the gorgeous,
Other changes include the return of the massive Both axles will be stuffed with 4. Steering has
been beefed up with a stronger steering gear and linkages. Suspension modifications include
new rear leaf packs the front retains coil springs , unique shocks, and upgraded front and rear
sway bars. Current-generation owners will be happy to know that the F uses the same upsized
brakes as medium-duty chassis cab models, including the parking brake and ABS calibration.
Turbo While the changes to the chassis are important, the bigger news is an improved, more
powerful 6. The second-generation 6. Based on what we believe to be the popular Garrett GTVA
PowerMax aftermarket turbo, the new GT37 loses the dual compressor wheel design for a
traditional single wheel to improve performance at high altitudes. Because the GT37 operates at
lower peak exhuast pressures, it rules out the need for a wastegate. The new turbo setup also
benefits from improved oil and cooling lines with enhanced sealing, and exhaust brake
operation is now manually controlled by a switch on the dashboard, a welcomed change over
the current truck. The Bosch CP4. According to Ford, the changes to the injector nozzles lessen
noise, vibration, and harshness, while also reducing emissions and valve deposits. For
example, the main bearings are now covered in a new polymer coating for reduced friction,
while the crankshaft receives an enhanced fillet design to increase strength. A new, heavier
damper is used to reduce rotational forces on the crank at high rpm, and piston assemblies
have been improved to increase load-bearing ability. Interestingly enough, material was added
to the cylinder heads, exhaust manifolds, and valvetrain for increased durability, and the 6. In
order to cope with the increased output from the Power Stroke engine, Ford also made major
revisions to the 6R six-speed automatic, the sole transmission offering. Enhancements were
made to the software calibration for improved shifting, torque management, and response. Our
Take So while each of these changes is important and significant in its own right, the sum of the
parts should add up to a truck that delivers a prodigious increase in power and, therefore,
capability. Engine type: 6. Max payload capacity: 6, pounds est. Max towing capacity: 32,
pounds est. Looking like a mini Space Shuttle, the composite Dream Chaser is a vertical-takeoff,
horizontal-landing, lifting-body aircraft that has design roots in the famous Boeing X Dyna-Soar,
Russian MiG and BOR-4, and HL lifting-body research programs dating as far back as the s. The
goal is to develop a spacecraft that can provide NASA with safe and affordable access to low
earth orbit and the International Space Station ISS , utilizing American vehicles and rockets
launched from American soil. The composite Dream Chaser is about a third of the size of the
Space Shuttle and is able to carry from two to seven astronauts, depending on the mission and
cargo requirements. While its primary mission would be to resupply the ISS, other uses could
include research as an orbiting laboratory and space tourism. In order to improve the level of
safety as compared to the Space Shuttle during launch, the Dream Chaser is designed to mount
atop an Atlas V rocket, much like a capsule. However, unlike a capsule, the Dream Chaser can
be piloted to a horizontal runway landing, similar to the Space Shuttle, giving astronauts the
best of both worlds: a safer lift to orbit, and a piloted, glided landing. Some of the unique
features of the Dream Chaser include a heat shield that can be replaced in panels, instead of
tiles, and a nontoxic fuel system that allows the orbiter to be handled immediately after landing.
The Dream Chaser is designed to be turned around quickly, greatly lowering costs of the

reusable spacecraft. Witnessing the Dream Chaser testing on the very runways that once
hosted the Shuttle program was a special experience for those of us who grew up during the
Shuttle era. Dryden Flight Research Center More Photos View Slideshow. By Sean P. Follow
Truck Trend Network Facebook. Truck Trend Newsletter Sign Up. Email: Required. Zip Code:.
Yes â€” I prefer to receive offers and promotions from Trucktrend Network. Yes â€” I prefer to
receive occasional updates with special offers from carefully selected third party partners of
Trucktrend Network. By subscribing you agree to the terms and conditions of our terms of use.
Make Model Year. Price and Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing
Details. All of our vehicles are Lenz Certified by passing a rigorous safety inspection by our
certified technicians. Each vehicle is prepped cosmetically and mechanically and ready to be
delivered! We can ship your truck anywhere in the United States. Contact us to find out why
Lenz Truck Center is selling a lot of trucks in a very different way. We attempt to ensure every
effort is made to assure the accuracy of these ads, however, errors may occur. We will do our
best to keep all information current and accurate; however the dealership should be contacted
for final pricing and availability. All prices are plus any applicable state taxes and service fees.
Too busy to call? Drop us an email at support evolutioncars. We are a proud Carfax Advantage
Dealer! Ask to see the Carfax! All of our vehicles under , miles may be eligible for a 30 Day and
Miles Warranty! Additional Extended Warranties Available! All major credit cards accepted! Get
with your Inventory Specialist for more details! We do our best to provide the most current and
accurate information on your vehicle. However, we will not be bound by or responsible for any
error or misprint in our advertising. Verify any information regarding value, existence and
condition of your vehicle with your Inventory Specialist or an Evolution Cars Sales Manager
prior to purchase. However, you may purchase any one of the items from us for a small fee.
These fees are non-negotiable! Some third-party websites may include these fees on their
listings. Please get with your qualified Inventory Specialist to confirm your final price.
Transmission: Automatic Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. Recent Arrival! Bud's is
proud to be one of national Customer First award winning dealerships, we have great service
with great deals! Source: Edmunds. Best of all the price you see is the price you pay. No
haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is guaranteed. Subject to
certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions apply. Disinfectant
methods or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or
prevent transmission of any virus, illness or disease. Engine: 8-cylinders Drive Wheel
Configuration: four wheel drive. We know that you have high expectations, and as a car dealer
we enjoy the challenge of meeting and exceeding those standards each and every time. Allow
us to demonstrate our commitment to excellence! Stop at one of our two locations: W. Wheeler
Ave. Don't sit on this decision for long Platinum 4WD Crew Cab - 6. While every effort has been
made to ensure display of accurate data and pricing, this listing may not reflect all accurate
vehicle data, including but not limited to dealer add-ons, and is subject to human error. The
photos shown stock or otherwise may be an example only. Please consult dealership personnel
for further details and to confirm vehicle availability, including but not limited to situations
where travel time and expenses may be incurred. Thank you for reading and for considering our
dealership for your next vehicle purchase! Drive Wheel Configuration: four wheel drive. We just
got this.. Now accepting all major credit and debit cards! We are a family owned and operated
business serving the Carolina's since We pride ourselves on our reputation for honest service
and delivering quality automobiles. We respect and honor your time so we can ship autos all
over the United States and export all over the world! We are proud to have sales representatives
fluent in English, Spanish, French, Arabic and Japanese for the convenience of our valued
customers. Call today to schedule a test drive. Clean Carfax refers to no structural or frame
damage. Pictures are for illustration purposes only, and dealer is not responsible for printing
errors. All vehicles are subject to prior sale. While we make every effort to ensure the data listed
is correct, there may be instances where general site info, factory rebates, incentives options or
vehicle features and prices may be listed incorrectly as we receive data from multiple sources.
Please verify prices with a store manager by contacting us at or by visiting the dealership. Our
advertised price is based on market conditions and product demands. Prices are subject to
change. Warranties will vary by vehicle. In-person, phone, text and email offers are not final
until both parties have signed documentation. Please see dealer for details. Custom build, spare
no expense was the vision with this rig. The build started in January of and finished in March of
This incredible overland setup has only been on 4 trips. Addictive Desert Design Honey Badger
front bumper. Warn Zeon Platinum winch. Rigid E Series Pro 20' driving lights. Oracle Under
body Auxiliary Lighting - Bluetooth controlled. American Force Independence 22' Wheels. Tork
Lift Super Hitch - 2. Length 48 inch WD 6, Satellite Radio Receiver hood extension. Two Jensen
TV's inside. Reclining Theater Seating. Full stand up shower and dry toilet. Cummins Onan

propane generator. Dometic standup dual source Refrigerator with Freezer 8cu. Gas operated
range and cooktop. Winegard in motion satellite for Direct TV. Dry weight lbs. Custom Full body
wrap to match Truck. Every used car will have a 12 month 12, mile comprehensive warranty that
covers much more that just the engine and trans
john deere 318 wiring schematic
2003 tahoe
system sensor conventional smoke detector wiring diagram
mission. As well each vehicle will come with a copy of repairs made, a copy of the multipoint
inspection, 2 sets of keys and a full tank of gas. No Skimping at Allen Honda, you have spoke
and we listened. Come experience the difference at Allen Honda and see where our pre-owned
are a step ahead of the rest! Our team of experts is available to guide you through this process
with ease in a welcoming and simple environment. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Rating Good Price 2. Bed Length Long Bed Rear Wheels Dual Rear Wheels Engine
and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type Diesel Cylinders 8 cylinders Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. Title issue. Five Star Dealer.
Check Availability. New Listing. Showing 1 - 18 out of listings. Sign Up.

